Summary
The course provides a comprehensive overview of methods, algorithms, and computer tools used in computational bioimaging and bioimage analysis. It exposes the fundamental concepts and the practical computer solutions to extract quantitative information from multidimensional images.

Content
To investigate biological processes, bioimage informatics emerges as a growing field on the interface between microscopy, signal-processing, and computer science. The recent microscopes are producing large volumes of high-resolution multidimensional data (up to 5D). Therefore, algorithms and software tools are needed to automatically extract quantitative data from these images.

The course gives the theoretical concepts and practical aspects of the most common image reconstruction and image analysis techniques. It explains how to code algorithms and to deploy software tools to build an automatic analysis workflow (mainly in ImageJ/Fiji). The lecture is tailored to the needs of life sciences and driven by biological questions. Addressed topics include (but not restricted to): presentation of microscopy modalities, digital images, multi-dimensional data (3D, time, multiple channels) manipulation, 3D image-processing algorithms, 5D visualization, reconstruction, deconvolution, denoising, stitching, visual feature detection, segmentation, active contours, image analysis workflow, pixel classification, machine learning, and tracking for building a cell lineage.

The course is composed of lectures, workshops with the state-of-the-art software packages, computer sessions (programming) and a mini-project. A personal laptop is recommended to run (open-source) bioimage software packages.

Keywords
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Learning Prerequisites
Recommended courses
- Image Processing I
- Biomicroscopy I
- Signals & Systems I or II
Important concepts to start the course
• Basic knowledge in signal or image processing (Fourier transform, linear algebra)
• Proficiency in coding (at least one programming language)

Learning Outcomes
By the end of the course, the student must be able to:
• Identify quality of images in life science and expectation of the analysis
• Define the fundamental concepts of the computational bioimaging methods
• Select appropriately and compare methods and tools for common bioimage analysis tasks
• Design implements and experiment algorithms to solve specific tasks
• Develop a workflow for customized application
• Assess / Evaluate strategies for image-based experiments in life science

Transversal skills
• Demonstrate the capacity for critical thinking
• Use a work methodology appropriate to the task.
• Use both general and domain specific IT resources and tools

Teaching methods
Lecturing with demonstration, workshops, computer laboratories, hands-on

Assessment methods
Continuous: mid-term and end-term exams and a mini-project

Resources
Moodle Link
• https://moodle.epfl.ch/course/view.php?id=15721